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Abstract 
Ant colony systems have been widely employed in optimization issues primarily focused on path flnding optimization, such as 
travelling salesman problem. The main advantage lies in the choice of the edge to be explored, deflned using pheromone trails. 
This paper proposes the use of ant colony systems to explore a Backus-Naur form grammar whose elements are solutions to a 
given problem. Similar models, without using ant colonies, have been used to solve optimization problems or to automatically 
genérate programs such as grammatical swarm (based on particle swarm optimization) and grammatical evolution (based on 
genetic algorithms). This workpresents the application of proposed ant colony rule derivation algorithm and benchmarks this 
novel approach in a well-known deceptive problem, the Santa Fe Trail. Proposed algorithm opens the way to a new branch 
of research in swarm intelligence, which until now has been almost nonexistent, using ant colony algorithms to genérate 
solutions of a given problem described by a BNF grammar with the advantage of genotype/phenotype mapping, described in 
grammatical evolution. In this case, such mapping is performed based on the pheromone concentration for each production 
rule. The experimental results demónstrate proposed algorithm outperforms grammatical evolution algorithm in the Santa Fe 
Trail problem with higher success rates and better solutions in terms of the required steps. 
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1 Introduction 

The nature-inspired computing paradigm is fairly vast 
(Campelo 2017; Nunes de Castro 2007). Even though sci-
ence and engineering have evolved over many hundred years 
with many clever tools and methods available for their solu-
tion, there is still a diverse range of problems to be solved, 
phenomena to be synthesized and questions to be answered. 
In general, natural computing approaches should be consid-
ered when the problem is complex and nonlinear and involves 
a large number of variables or potential solutions or has múl
tiple objectives or the problem to be solved cannot be suitably 
modeled using conventional approaches such as complex pat-
tern recognition and classiflcation tasks or flnding an optimal 
solution using traditional approaches is not possible, diffl-
cult to obtain or cannot be guaranteed, but a quality measure 
exists that allows comparison of various solutions and flnally 
when the problem lends itself to a diversity of solutions or a 
diversity of solutions is desirable. 

Nature-inspired optimization algorithms (Yang et al. 
2016) are categorized into evolutionary and swarm intelligence-
based algorithms. Evolutionary-based algorithms focus on 



the evolutionary behavior of natural systems, e.g., genetic 
algorithm. Swarm intelligence-based algorithms optimize 
the certain problem by mimicking the collective behavior of 
natural swarm's: particle swarm optimization and ant colony 
algorithm, etc. Artificial evolving systems can help us to 
understand whether the genotype/phenotype maps of natural 
evolving systems are highly unusual, and it may help créate 
evolvable artificial systems. 

In ant colony optimization (Dorigo and Stützle 2004), 
artificial ants build solution to the considered optimization 
problem at hand and exchange information on the quality of 
these solutions via a communication that is reminiscent of 
the one adopted by real ants. 

A large number of different algorithms have been devel-
oped to flnd suboptimal solutions for the travelling salesman 
problem (TSP) in polynomial time. Examples are near-
est neighbor, greedy, insertion heuristics, christofldes and 
2/3-opt. The non-deterministic metaheuristics like simulated 
annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983; Wang et al. 2009; 
Meer 2007), tabú search (Gendreau et al. 1998), genetic 
algorithms (GA) (Goldberg 1989; Liu and Zeng 2009) and 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Shi et al. 2007) have also 
been used, giving better results than previously mentioned 
deterministic algorithms. There are efflcient algorithms for 
the TSP, but the research continúes on different metaheuristic 
algorithms (Regó et al. 2011). 

Ant colony optimization (ACÓ) is another metaheuristic 
that was successfully used for the TSP (Dorigo and Gam-
bardella 1997; Kollin and Bavey 2017). The effectiveness 
of the ACÓ has been improved by use of different types of 
hybridization, like addition of local searchers or combining 
ACÓ with GA (Lee et al. 2008; Moslehi and Khorasa-
nian 2014), differential evolution (DE) (Xiao and Li 2011) 
or kangaroo algorithm (Xiang et al. 2015). These types of 
hybridization methods usually have a drawback of complex-
ity of implementation and computation time penalty. It has 
also been shown that, although adding a local searcher is a 
good approach in the majority of cases, it may prevent ACÓ 
from flnding the optimal solution (Neumann et al. 2008). 
A very interesting hybridization of ACÓ is given by Gan 
et al. (2010) where scout ants, which search the solution 
space in a more systematic way, are added to the algo
rithm. Multi-colony systems (Jovanovic et al. 2010) have 
been developed, as well as variations of the basic ACÓ like 
elitist ant colony, rank based ant colony system and min-
max ant system (MMAS) to improve the performance on the 
TSP (Stützle and Dorigo 1999) in a more natural way, with 
different pheromone strategies. All these variations have the 
problem of becoming trapped in local óptima due to the fact 
that they increase the efflciency by making their search more 
greedy by intensifying the search near thebest found solution. 
Min-max ant system (MMAS) (Stützle and Hoos 2000) tries 
to solve this problem by bounding the pheromone valúes and 

resetting the pheromone trail if better solutions have not been 
found in a large number of iterations. Minimum pheromone 
threshold strategy (MPTS) is another approach to avoid early 
stagnation applied to the quadratic assignment problems 
(Wong and See 2009). MPTS adds an additional minimum 
threshold valué, and if a pheromone valué falls below, it is set 
to the maximal allowed valué of the pheromone trail. Thus, 
the MPTS avoids reinitialization of the pheromone trail like 
in the MMAS and explores the solution search space more 
systematically. Another interesting approach is in introduc-
ing variable pheromone sensitivity within population of ants 
(Pintea et al. 2012). 

The aim of this paper is to introduce a new algorithm based 
on ant colonies to walk through the derivation tree of a BNF 
grammar. The following sections describe the basic theoret-
ical concepts behind the proposed algorithm in order to get 
an overview of how the proposed algorithm was deflned. 

2 Grammatical evolution 

Grammatical evolution (Ryan et al. 1998; O'Neill and Ryan 
2003) is an evolutionary algorithm approach to automatic 
program generation, which evolves strings of binary valúes, 
and uses a grammar in BNF (Backus-Naur form) notation to 
map those strings into programs, which can then be evaluated. 
The modular design behind GE means that any search algo
rithm can be used to evolve a population of binary strings, and 
after mapping each individual onto a program using GE, any 
program/algorithm can be used to evalúate those individuáis. 

The life cycle of a grammatical evolution (Nicolau 2017) 
run is as follows: a chosen search engine (typically a variable-
length genetic algorithm) creates a population of individuáis. 
Each of these strings represents a potential solution for the 
problem to be solved and therefore, needs to be evaluated 
so that a fltness score can be attributed to each (that is, how 
well does the program that each string represents fairs on the 
current problem). To that end, these strings will be mapped 
onto programs by GE, through the use of a language speci-
fication (typically a BNF grammar). The resulting programs 
can then be evaluated through a problem speciflcation (for 
example, an interpreter), which will attribute each program 
a fltness score. These scores can then be sent back to the 
search engine, which will use then to evolve a new popula
tion of individuáis, which will also need to be evaluated (see 
Fig. 1). 

As stated in Nicolau and Ryan (2002): "This cycle goes on 
until a predeftned stop condition is met (usually ifa solution 
is found, or ifa máximum number of evaluations has been 
reached). This process is based on the idea of a Genotype 
to Phenotype mapping: an individual comprised of binary 
valúes (genotype) is evolved and, before being evaluated, is 
subjected to a mapping process to créate a program (phe-
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Fig. 1 Mapping process employed in grammatical evolution, note that 

a genetic algorithm is performing the evolution of genotypes 

notype), which is then evaluated by a fitness function." This 
creates two distinct spaces, a search space and a solution 
space. Figure 1 shows the mapping process employed in 
grammatical evolution. 

Typically, the language speciflcation is done through a 
BNF context-free grammar (see Fig. 2). A BNF grammar is 
represento! by a tupie (N, T, P, S), whereT isa setof termi
nal symbols, Le., items that can appear in legal sentences of 
the grammar, and N is a set of non-terminal symbols, which 
are temporary items used in the generation of termináis. P 
is a set of productions that map the non-terminal symbols 
to a sequence of terminal (or non-terminal) symbols, and S 
is a start symbol, from which all legal sentences must be 
generated. 

O'Neill and Brabazon (2004, 2006) have successfully 
applied GE to predicting corporate bankruptcy, forecasting 
stock Índices, bond credit ratings and other flnancial appli-
cations. GE has also been used with a classic predator-prey 
model (Grimme and Schmitt 2006) to explore the impact of 
parameters such as predator efflciency, niche number and 
random mutations on ecological stability (Alfonseca and 
Soler Gil 2015). It is possible to structure a GE grammar 
that for a given function/terminal set is equivalent to genetic 
programming. 

3 Swarm intelligence 

Swarm intelligence term refers to the collective behavior 
of decentralized, self-organized systems, natural or artifi
cial. The expression was introduced by Beni (2005) and 
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Fig. 2 Grammatical evolution. A series of numeric valúes are translated 

into an expression. At each stage, the current grammar rule is determined 

by the left-most non-terminal and the transition is given by the modulus 

of the current chromosome valué divided by the number of transitions 

in the current rule 

Beni and Wang (1989), in the context of cellular robotic 
systems. Swarm intelligent systems consist typically of a 
population of simple agents interacting locally with other 
ones and with their environment. The inspiration often comes 
from nature, especially biological systems. The agents follow 
very simple rules, and although there is no centralized con
trol structure dictating how individual agents should behave 
(local behavior), and to a certain degree random, interac-
tions between such agents lead to the emergence of intelligent 
(global behavior), unknown to the individual agents. Exam-
ples in natural systems of swarm intelligence include ant 
colonies, bird flocking, animal herding, flsh schooling, bac
terial growth and microbial intelligence. 

The fleld of metaheuristic search algorithms has a long his-
tory of flnding inspiration in natural systems (Kromer et al. 
2014). Starting from classics such as genetic algorithms and 
ant colony optimization, the last 2 decades have witnessed 
a flreworks-style explosión (pun intended) of natural (and 
sometimes supernatural) heuristics—from birds and bees to 
zombies and reincarnation. Evolutionary algorithms, parti-
cle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization and their 
variants dominate the fleld of nature-inspired metaheuristics 
(Lones 2014). A large number of more recent metaphor-
inspired metaheuristics have started to attract criticism in the 
research community for hiding their lack of novelty behind 
an elaborated metaphor (Campelo 2017). 

3.1 Particle swarm optimization 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a heuristic optimiza
tion technique introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). 
It is based on the evolution of an initial random set of points 
in a multidimensional space. This set is addressed as popula
tion. The population is moving over a searching space by an 



Fig. 3 Particle swarm topology: gBest (star) topology and ¿Best (ring) 
topology (from left to right). This is especially important on unimodal 
fbnctions, where the fast convergence of the gBest model combined 
with a single minima in the feasible search space results in quicker 
performance than that of the ¿Best swarm with its limited communication 

algorithm that looks for a solution. A particle is an element 
of the population and represents a candidate solution to the 
problem. This approach is inspired by flocks of birds when 
moving to obtain food. The initial population and the evo-
lutionary process are generated in the same stochastic way 
as the one in evolutionary algorithms; every single individ
ual of the population is a particle with a speed and location 
(multidimensional coordinates). 

Particles are evolutionary solutions that move based on 
the combination of their best personal solution (personal 
best—/?Best) and the best solution reached by their neigh-
bor's particles (local best—¿Best)- When the neighborhood is 
designed following the standards of a star topology, the ¿Best 
term is referred as gBest (global best) since all particles are 
neighbors (seeFig. 3). Furthermore, the performance (fltness 
function) of every particle is computed in every evolutionary 
step. 

Initially, particles are randomly distributed in the problem 
domain, and they move along the searching space by using 
speciflc rules for each evolutionary step. The goal consists of 
obtaining the best solution (max or min fltness valué) moving 
(evolving) every particle closer to the neighbor that has the 
best fltness so far; in that way, it influences the other particles 
too; in that way, the algorithm updates the swarm of parti
cles in every evolutionary step by updating the position and 
velocity of every particle. 

Let us define the following symbols to represent properties 
of a particle: 

- Xi is the current position of particle /. 
- Vi is the current velocity of particle /. 
- PBest is the personal best position of the particle. 
- gBest is the global best particle. 
- c\ e R is the personal influence (acceleration coeffl-

cient). 
- c2 e R is the global influence (acceleration coefflcient). 
- rx and r2 are random numbers distributed using a uniform 

pattern on interval [0, 1]. 
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Fig. 4 Particle swarm optimization model: position update using a star 
topology (gBest) and an inertia w term. The large inertia weight makes 
the global search easier; however, small inertia weight does improve 
local search. That is why was the initial valué is greater than 1.0 to 
promote global exploration and then gradually decreases to obtain more 
refined solutions 

With these notations, the formula to calcúlate a particle's 
velocity at time í + 1 (time is simulated using iteration num-
ber) is: 

Vi(t + 1) = Vi (í) + C\ * n * Q?Best - Xi) 

+C2*r2* (gBest ~Xi) (1) 

where, r\ and r2 are randomly generated for every veloc
ity update and 0 < r\, r2 < 1 (note that gBest refers to a star 
topology, see Fig. 3). They should both be different each iter
ation. And c\, c2 are user deflned valúes called acceleration 
coefflcients where 0 < c\, c2 < 2. Their valué depends on 
the problem to be optimized. 

New particle position at time í + 1 just adds the newly 
calculated velocity to its current position at time t. In other 
words, the position now is the previous one adding its veloc
ity, see Fig. 4 and Eq. (2). 

Xi(t + 1) = Xi(t) + Vi(t + 1) (2) 

Standard particle swarm makes use of gBest since the par
ticles reside in a star topology neighborhood. This means that 
all particles are connected to each other, see Fig. 3. Another 
topology, the ¿Best swarm model, often referred to as a local 
topology, see Fig. 3 (right), constitutes perhaps the most sig-
niflcant variation to the original PSO algorithm, and it was 
in fact proposed in one of the very flrst PSO publications 
by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). For one reason or another, 
this topology has not been widely used in the community up 
to this point. Original investigations (Engelbrecht 2013) into 
this model using the original PSO showed inferior perfor
mance when compared to the global gBest model, or global 
topology, shown in Fig. 3 (left) , but more recent research 
has revealed that ¿Best swarms return improved results across 
many standard problem sets when used in conjunction with 
other improvements to the algorithm (Kennedy and Mendes 



Algorithm 1 Standard particle swarm optimization algo-
rithm, inertia w parameter and velocity clamping could be 
added just changing position and velocity equations by (4) 
and (5).  
1: Initialize a population of partióles with random valúes positions and 

velocities from D dimensions in the search space 
while Termination condition not reached do 

for Each particle i do 
Adapt velocity of the particle using equation (1) 

Update the position of the particle using equation (2) 

Evalúate the fitness / ( X ¡) 

if fiXi) <¿(?i) then 
~Pi <- í i 

endif 
if f(Xi) < f(Pg) then 

X, 
end if 

end for 
end while 

2006). It is important to note that the local topology only 
affects to Eq. (1), where: 

Vi(t + 1) = Vi(t) + Cl *n * (pBest ~Xi) 

+C2 * r2 * (hesl - Xi) 

Or with an inertia term w: 

Vi(t + 1) = WVi(t) + Cl *n * (pBest -Xi) 

+C2*r2* (/Best ~Xi) 

(3) 

(4) 

Clerc and Kennedy (2002) obtain another variation in the 
speed calculation. A constriction factor / is introduced with 
that purpose, This factor depends on the constants that are 
used when calculating speed. This factor affects Eq. (4). The 
aim is to avoid the explosión of velocity: 

Vi(t + 1) = x[Vi(t) + C\ *ri * ( p B e s t ~Xi) 

+C2*r2* (gBest ~Xi)] 

3.2 Grammatical swarm 

(5) 

Grammatical swarm is based on a particle swarm learn-
ing algorithm coupled to a grammatical evolution geno-
type/phenotype mapping (O'Neill and Brabazon 2004) to 
genérate programs in a language (Dempsey et al. 2009). The 
update equations for the swarm algorithm are those from 
particle swarm optimization, see Eqs. (1) and (2), with addi-
tional constraints placed on the velocity and particle location 
dimensión valúes, such that máximum velocities umax are 
bound to [-255, 255], and each dimensión is bound to the 
range [0, 255] (denoted as cm¡n and cmax, respectively). Note 
that this is a continuous swarm algorithm with real-valued 

particle vectors. The standard grammatical evolution map
ping function is adopted, with the real-values in the particle 
vectors being rounded up or down to the nearest integer valué 
for the mapping process. 

Grammatical swarm results demónstrate that it is possi-
ble to successfully genérate programs using the grammatical 
swarm technique. O'Neill and Brabazon (2006) presented an 
analysis of the grammatical swarm approach on the dynam-
ics of the search. It is found that restricting the search to 
the generation of complete programs, or with the use of a 
ratchet constraint forcing individuáis to move only if a fltness 
improvement has been found, can have detrimental conse-
quences for the swarms performance and dynamics. 

O'Neill and Brabazon (2004) examine the application of 
grammatical swarm to classiflcation problems and illustrates 
the particle swarm algorithms' ability to specify the con-
struction of programs. Each individual particle represents 
choices of program construction rules, where these rules are 
specifled using a Backus-Naur form grammar. The results 
demónstrate that it is possible to genérate programs using the 
grammatical swarm technique with a performance similar to 
the grammatical evolution evolutionary automatic program-
ming approach. 

3.3 Antcolony optimization 

The ACÓ algorithm is based on mimicking the behavior of 
ants colony while gathering food. Each ant starts from the 
nest and walks toward food until it reaches an intersection, 
where it has to decide which path to select. In the beginning, 
this choice is random, but after some time the majority of ants 
will be moving along the optimal path. This happens because 
of the colony's collective intelligence. Each ant, as he moves, 
deposits chemical called pheromone thus marking the route 
taken. Pheromone trail evaporates as time passes. Accord-
ingly, a shorter path will have more pheromone because it 
will have less time to evapórate before it is deposited again. 
Each ant chooses paths that have more pheromone so shorter 
routes will be selected with higher and higher probabilities 
until practically all ants go along shortest path. But, in case 
of dynamic change, some new obstacle or new passage, ants 
will quickly adopt to new situation. 

According to Guntsch (2004) Ph.D. Thesis: "Ant colony 
algorithms are an iterative, probabilistic metaheuristic for 
finding solutions to combinatorial optimization problems 
(Bonabeauetal. 1999). They are based on the foragingmech-
anism employed by real ants attempting tofind a shortpath 
from theirnestto afoodsource. While foraging, the ants com-
municate indirectly via pheromone, which they use to mark 
their respective paths and which attracts other ants. In the 
ant algorithm, artificial ants use virtual pheromone to update 
their path through the decisión graph. Ants ofthe later iter-
ations use the pheromone marks ofprevious good ants as a 



means of orientation when constructing their own solutions, 
which ultimately result in focusing the ants on promising 
parts ofthe search space." 

Ant algorithms were flrst proposed by Dorigo and col-
leagues (Bonabeau et al. 1999; Dorigo et al. 1996; Dorigo 
and Stützle 2004) as a multi-agent approach to difflcult 
combinatorial optimization problems such as the travelling 
salesman problem, the quadratic assignment problem, rout-
ing in Communications networks, graph coloring and so on. 
Ant algorithms were inspired by the observation of real ant 
colonies. Ants are social insects, that is, insects that live in 
colonies and whose behavior is directed more to the survival 
of the colony as a whole than to that of a single individual 
component of the colony. Social insects have captured the 
attention of many scientists because of the high structuration 
level their colonies can achieve, especially when compared to 
the relative simplicity of the colony's individuáis. An impor-
tant and interesting behavior of ant colonies is their foraging 
behavior and, in particular, how ants can flnd the shortest 
paths between food sources and their nest. 

While walking from food sources to the nest and vice 
versa, ants deposit on the ground a substance called pheromone, 
forming in this way a pheromone trail. Ants can smell 
pheromone, and when choosing their way, they tend to 
choose, in probability, paths marked by strong pheromone 
concentrations. The pheromone trail allows the ants to flnd 
their way back to the food source (or to the nest). Also, it can 
be used by other ants to flnd the location of the food sources 
found by their nest-mates. This form of indirect communi-
cation mediated by pheromone laying is known as stigmergy 
(Grassé 1959). As deflned by Grassé (1959) in his work on 
Bellicositermes Natalensis and Cubitermes, stigmergy is the 
stimulation of the workers by the very performances they 
have achieved. 

In the double bridge experiment described by Goss et al. 
(1989) (see Fig. 5), the bridge's branches have different 
length. The flrst ants to arrive at the food source are those 
that took the two shortest branches, so that, when these ants 
start their return trip, more pheromone is present on the short 
branch than on the long branch, stimulating successive ants 
to choose the short branch. In this case, the importance of 
initial random fluctuations is much reduced, and the stochas-
tic pheromone trail following behavior ofthe ants coupled to 
differential branch length is the main mechanism at work. 

Ant colony optimization is implemented as a team of 
intelligent agents which simúlate the ants behavior, walk
ing around the graph representing the problem to solve using 
mechanisms of cooperation and adaptation. Ant colony algo-
rithm requires to define the following: 

- The problem needs to be represented appropriately, 
which would allow the ants to incrementally update the 
solutions through the use of a probabilistic transition 
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Fig. 5 Ant colony double bridge experiment. The first ants to arrive at 
the food source are those that took the two shortest branches, so that, 
when these ants start their return trip, more pheromone is present on 
the short branch than on the long branch, stimulating successive ants to 
choose the short branch 

rules, based on the amount of pheromone in the trail and 
other problem speciflc knowledge. It is also important to 
enforce a strategy to construct only valid solutions cor-
responding to the problem deflnition. 

- A problem-dependent heuristic function r¡ that measures 
the quality of components that can be added to the current 
partial solution. 

- A rule set for pheromone updating, which specifles how 
to modify the pheromone valué x. 

- A probabilistic transition rule based on the valué of the 
heuristic function r¡ and the pheromone valué x that is 
used to iteratively construct a solution. 

ACÓ was flrst introduced using the travelling salesman 
problem (TSP). Starting from its start node, an ant iteratively 
moves from one node to another. When being at a node, an ant 
chooses to go to a unvisited node at time t with a probability 
given by: 

pij(t) 
[rij(.t)]a[m,j(.t)]p 

H^NtlKiitWlmjit)]^ 
i e N¡ (6) 

where Nf is the feasible neighborhood of the ant k, that is, 
the set of cities which ant k has not yet visited; r¿ j (í) is the 
pheromone valué on the edge (/, j) at the time t, a is the 
weight of pheromone; r¡ij(t) is a priori available heuristic 
information on the edge (/, j) at the time t, j3 is the weight of 
heuristic information. Parameters a and /3 determine the rel
ative influence of pheromone trail and heuristic information. 
Note that r¿ j (í) is determined by following equations: 



r¡,;(í) = PTÍJV - 1) + YdAxfij{t), V(i, ;) (7) 
fe=i 

, ,„* \Q/Lk(t) eágeij chosenbyant k 

0 otherwise 

where p is the pheromone trail evaporation rate (0 < p < 
1), n is the number of ants, Q is a constant for pheromone 
updating. 

Figure 6 shows some chosen random iteration for a given a 
TSP problem in France (obtained from Wikipedia). The more 
red in edges the more pheromone concentration. Iteration 4 
shows obtained solution. The moving of ants provides the 
parallel and independent search of the route with the help of 
dynamical change of pheromone trail. The ant represents an 
elementary unit with the ability to learn, and due to collective-
cooperative work with other members of population, it is 
able to flnd acceptable solution to the given problem. The 
lower number of ants allows the individual to change the 
pafh much faster. The higher number of ants in population 
causes the higher accumulation of pheromone on edges, and 
thus an individual keeps the path with higher concentration 
of pheromone with a high probability. The great advantage 
over the use of exact methods is that ACÓ algorithm provides 
relatively good results by a comparatively low number of 
iterations and is therefore able to flnd an acceptable solution 
in a comparatively short time, so it is useable for solving 
problems occurring in practical applications. 

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for the Ant Colony System algo-
rithm.  
1: Initialize 
2: while stopping criterion not satisfied do 
3: Position each ant in a starting node 
4: repeat 
5: for Each ant do 
6: Choose next node by applying the state transition rule 
7: Apply step by step pheromone update 
8: endfor 
9: until every ant has built a solution 
10: update best solution 
11: Apply offline pheromone update 
12: end while 

4 Ant colony optimization rule derivation 
(ACORD) algorithm 

Ant colony algorithms have proven to be a useful alterna-
tive for solving routing problems. Proposed algorithm takes 
advantage of this feature to flnd the solution to an opti
mization problem, deflned by a fltness function, in which 

individuáis belong to the language generated by a BNF gram
mar. The algorithm makes use of: 

(a) A BNF grammar that represents possible solutions to the 
problem, 

(b) Of a fltness function to evalúate such elements and 
(c) Its structure is based on the classical algorithm of ant 

colonies. 

The pseudo-code in algorithm 3 shows how the code 
works. 

The grammar is used in a developmental process to con-
struct a solution by applying production rules, beginning 
from the start symbol of the grammar. Beginning from the 
left hand side of the genome, ants are used to select appro-
priate rules for the left-most non-terminal in the developing 
solution from the BNF grammar, until one of the following 
situations arise: 

- A complete solution is generated. This occurs when all 
the non-terminals in the expression being mapped are 
transformed into elements from the terminal set of the 
BNF grammar. 

- In the event that a threshold on the number of wrapping 
events has occurred and the individual is still incom-
pletely mapped, the mapping process is halted, and the 
individual assigned the lowest possible fltness valué. 

Pheromone concentration on each transition (given by a 
rule) can be evaluated using Eq. (9). Figures 7 and 8 show an 
example of pheromone update stage, only edge travelled by 
ant, is modifled according to the fltness function. 

k I QLk if ant k uses edge xy in its tour 

0 otherwise 

Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code for the proposed Ant Colony algo-
rithm.  
1: Initialize 
2: while stopping criterion not satisfied do 
3: Position each ant in a starting node (first BNF grammar symbol) 
4: Set such symbol as the current solution for every ant 
5: repeat 
6: for Each ant do 
7: Choose next node by applying a BNF rule to the left-most 

non-terminal symbol from the current solution 
8: endfor 
9: until every ant has built a solution (avoiding large recursive 

derivations) 
10: update best solution 
11: Apply offline pheromone update 
12: end while 



Fig. 6 Ant colony optimization for TSP in France (obtained from 
Wikipedia). The artificial ants have memory; they can remember the 
cities they have visited and therefore they would not select those cities 

again. The artificial ants are not completely blind; they know the dis-
tances between two cities and prefer to choose the nearby cities from 
their positions 

Fig. 7 First iteration. (left) Blue 
nodes represent the path 
followed by the ant, and they are 
generated if not present 
(initially, the graph is empty, so 
solid blue is generated). Note 
that the initial pheromone 
concentration is set to valué 0.5. 
(right) Pheromone update stage, 
only edge travelled by ant, is 
modified according to the fltness 
function, note that white nodes 
are just shown to figure out the 
derivation graph, but there are 
not generated (next iteration in 
Fig. 8) 

Ant Pheromone Update 
According to fitness function 

(¿>& 

(¿)(9 
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where Lk is the fltness of the solution generated by ant (or 
a 0 valué is individual is incompletely mapped) and Q is a 
constant. 

Figures 7 and 8 show two iteration of the algorithm taking 
into account following grammar, as an example, which rep-
resents binary numbers and a fltness function (not relevant 
in this example) that evaluates a given binary number. 

(leds) 

(valué) 

(valué) (leds) 
(valué) 
'0' 
'1 ' 

Swarm algorithms, although powerful, are known to be 
wasteful and time consuming, requiring the evaluation of 

a large number of candidates. However, the strength of the 
methodology is their ability to continually optimize the pop-
ulation hopefully ensuring a near optimal Anal solution. 
Proposed algorithm demonstrates that social processes still 
provide a rich still potentially untapped source from which 
to provide inspiration for new techniques that can either lead 
to improvements on existing algorithms, or provide inspira
tion for new algorithms that are more effective than existing 
approaches. However, it would be necessary to evalúate the 
performance of the proposed algorithm against the results of 
other algorithms (GS, GE, ACÓ, etc.) in a classic problem 
such as Santa Fe ant trail, just to get a comparison measure 
of computing time and resources. 

Ant colony systems (ACS) differ from original ant colony 
optimization in a local pheromone updating rule that is 



Ant 

.0 
•8 0. 

Fig. 8 Second iteration. (left) Solid blue nodes represent the path fol-
lowed by the ant, and they are created, gradient blue and yellow nodes 
are existing nodes travelled by previous ant. (right) Pheromone update 

applied whenever ants construct a tour (Dorigo and Gam-
bardella 1997). It has been proved to be more efflcient than 
the original ant colony optimization for solving the Traveling 
Salesman Problem. It contains not only global, but also local 
pheromone update. As a further research, proposed algorithm 
could make use of ACS and it is possible that it will be also 
more efflcient in a grammar derivation problem than the orig
inal ACÓ. 

5 Results: Santa Fe Trail 

The Santa Fe Ant model problem has been extensively used 
to investígate, test and evalúate evolutionary computing sys-
tems and methods over the past 2 decades. There is, however, 
no literature on its program structures that are systematically 
used for fltness improvement, the geometries of those struc
tures and their dynamics during optimization. Figure 9 is a 
diagram of the Santa Fe Trail. This trail is embedded in a 
toroidally connected grid of 32 x 32 cells. The food trail of 
144 cells (89 containing food and 55 being gaps in the trail 
with no food). There are 10 left and 11 right turns of the trail. 
The objective of the Santa Fe ant problem is to evolve a pro
gram that can navigate this trail, flnding all the food using a 
specifled amount of energy. 

Variousamountsofenergyhave been used for this problem 
in the literature including 400 as in Kushchu (2002), 600 as 
in Oplatková and Zelinka (2006) and 615 as in O'Neill et al. 

Pheromone Update 
According to fitness function 

stage, only edge travelled by ant, is modified according to the fitness 
function (previous iteration in Fig. 7) 

Fig. 9 Santa Fe trail Ant model: the objective of the Santa Fe ant prob
lem is to evolve a program that can navigate this trail, finding all the 
food (black squares) using a specified amount of energy 

(2001), Hugosson et al. (2007). We will use the most common 
energy valué of 600 in our experiments in this paper. The 
objective is to flnd a solution, that is, a program that can flnd 
all food without exhausting its energy. Programs are usually 
personifled as ants for this problem. The ant starts at the top 
left córner facing east. An ant can turn left or right or move 
forward one step in the direction it is facing. The ant can also 



Fig. 10 Fitness versus # iteration in Santa Fe Trail problem solved using ACORD algorithm, according to grammar in Table 1 (BNF-O'Neill). 
Final results in Table 2. (Dark blue—best fitness, royal bine—average fitness, powder bine—variance fitness) (colour figure online) 

sense whether there is food ahead in the direction it is facing. 
Each activity reduces the total energy of the ant by a unit 
amount. 

The Santa Fe ant problem is sometimes used as a repre-
sentative problem, usually among a suite of other problems. 
Common cases for this use are as a performance bench
mark and to show the viability of metaheuristics or new 
methods. The problem has similarly been used to show the 
viability of Analytic Programming (Oplatková and Zelinka 
2006), Cartesian Genetic Programming, Grammatical Evo-
lution and Constituent Grammatical Evolution Georgiou and 
Teahan (2011). The problem has been used to study general -
ization ability (Kushchu 2002) and negative slope coefficient 
(Poli and Vanneschi 2007). 

The Santa Fe artificial ant trail has been well studied using 
other metaheuristics as well. Analyses in grammatical evo
lution have used the problem to investígate the effects of 
crossover types (O'Neill and Ryan 1999; Ryan et al. 1998; 
O'neill et al. 2003), degeneracy (Ryan et al. 1998), and wrap-
ping (O'Neill and Ryan 1999; Ryan et al. 1998)onproportion 
of invalid individuáis, genome length, genotypic variety and 
cumulative frequency of success. In O'Neill et al. (2001), 
the effect of changes to the standard grammar and bias by 
the addition of grammar defined introns is investigated with 
and without degeneracy. Langdon and Poli (1998) redefined 
the problem so the ant is obliged to traverse the trail in 
approximately the correct order. They showed improved per
formance on using a simple genetic programming system, 
with no size or depth restriction. 

The analysis of landscape structure, locality and search 
on the ant problem has not been restricted to Rothlauf and 
Oetzel (2005) examined the locality properties of the binary 
representation used in GE. They found that a genotypic 
bit-mutation operator produced non-local changes in the phe-
notype. They proposed that further research be done to find 

other representations and mutation operators which would 
produce higher locality. 

Hugosson et al. (2007) also addressed GE locality by 
investigating the impact of four mutation operators using 
binary and Gray code representation, on performance. The 
combinations of representations and mutation operators were 
tested using three benchmark problems, including the Santa 
Fe Ant problem. The alternative representations did not result 
in higher locality or better performance. They raised the ques-
tion whether higher locality in GE improves performance 
(Fig. 10). 

For example, the BNF for the Santa Fe Ant Trail is as 
follows: 

N = {<code>, <line>, <if-statement>, 
<op>, 

<expr>} 
T = {left(), right(), move() , 
food_ahead(), 

else, if, {, }, (, ) , ; } 
S = <code> | <expr> 

Note that starting symbol could be <code> (O'Neil 
grammar definition) or <expr> (Koza grammar definition). 
And P can be represented as shown in Table 1. 

The performance of the proposed algorithm has been 
benchmarked against the grammatical evolution algorithm 
using the Santa Fe Trail problem. Two distinct benchmarks 
have been performed for the following situation when GE 
uses the standard BNF grammar definition mentioned in the 
grammatical evolution literature O'Neill and Ryan (2001, 
2003) for the Santa Fe Trail problem, which defines a search 
space biased and not semantically equivalent with that of the 
original problem Koza (1994). In each series of experiments, 
five distinct experiments were conducted consisting of one 
hundred evolutionary runs each. Namely, a total of five hun-



Table 1 BNF grammars used to solve the Santa Fe Trail problem 

BNF-O'Neill g rammar definition BNF-Koza grammar definition 

code> :: = <line> Kc ode><line> 
line> :: = <if-statement> I <op> 
if-statement> :: = if (f ood_ahead()) { 

<line> 

} else { 
<line> 

} 
op> : : = leftO ; I rightO; | move() ; 

<expr> : : = < l ine> I <expr><line> 
<l ine> : : = < i f - s t a t e m e n t > I <op> 

< i f - s t a t e m e n t > 

<op> 

= if (food_ahead()) { 
<expr> 

} else { 
<expr> 

} 
leftO; | rightO; I moveQ; 

Table 2 Best solution using ACORD algorithm with BNF-O'Neill 
grammar described in Table 1 (see performance results in Table 6) 

i f ( f o o d . a h e a d O ) { 
move(); 

} e l s e { 
r i g h t O ; 
i f ( food_ahead( ) ) { 

move(); 
} e l s e { 

i f (food_ahead()) { 
i f ( food_ahead( ) ) { 

move(); 
} e l s e { 

move(); 
i f ( food_ahead( ) ) { 

r i g h t ( ) ; 
} e l s e { 

move(); 
} 

} 
} e l s e { 

i f ( food_ahead( ) ) { 
i f ( food_ahead( ) ) { 

move(); 
} e l s e { 

move(); 
r i g h t ( ) ; 

} 
} e l s e { 

i f ( food_ahead( ) ) { 
move(); 

} e l s e { 
l e f t O ; 

} 
l e f t O ; 

if (food_ahead()) { 
i f ( food_ahead( ) ) { 

l e f t O ; 
} e l s e { 

r i g h t O ; 
} 

} e l s e { 
r i g h t O ; 
move(); 

Table 3 Grammatical evolution tableau for the Santa Fe Trail 

Objective 

Terminal operators 

Raw fitness 

Evolutionary algorithm 

Initial population 

Parameters 

Find a computer program in the Java 
programming language to control an 
artificial ant so that it can find all 89 
pieces of food located on the Santa Fe 
Trail 

Turn-left, turn-right, move, food-ahead 

Number of pieces of food picked up 
before the ant times out with 600 
operations 

Steady-state genetic algorithm, 
Generation gap = 0.9 Selection 
mechanism: Roulette-wheel selection 

Randomly created with the following 
restrictions: Min. Codons= 15 and Max. 
Codons = 25 

Population size = 500, Máximum 
generations = 50 Mutation Prob. = 0.01, 
Crossover Prob. = 0.9 Codon size = 8, 
Wraps limit= 10 

dred evolutionary runs were performed for each algorithm. 
Table 3 shows the grammatical evolution settings. 

Proposed ant colony algorithm was successful at flnding a 
solution in the Santa Fe Trail problem with very high success 
rates, ranging from 85 to 94% with an average success rate 
of 90%. The code for the best solution is shown in listing 2. 

Tables 4, 5 and 6 show the detailed results of the exper-
iments. The column Best shows the best valué of all flve 
experiments. Runs is the number of evolutionary runs per
formed in the experiment, Steps, the required steps of the 
best solution found in the particular experiment, Success, 
how many evolutionary runs (percentage) found a solution, 
and Average Success, the average success rate of all flve 
experiments. 

The experimental results show that proposed algorithm 
outperforms grammatical evolution in terms of success rate 
whether the later uses a BNF grammar definition (BNF-
Koza) which defines a search space semantically equivalent 
with that used in the original problem Koza (1994), or 
whether it uses a BNF grammar definition (BNF-O'Neill) 



Table 4 Grammatical evolution using BNF-Koza experimental results 
in Santa Fe Trail 

Expl Exp2 Exp3 Exp4 Exp5 Best 

Runs 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Steps 419 507 415 541 479 415 

Success (%) 8 11 10 6 13 13 

Average 10% 

Table 5 Grammatical evolution using BNF-O'Neill experimental 
results in santa Fe Trail 

Expl Exp2 Exp3 Exp4 Exp5 Best 

Runs 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Steps 609 609 607 609 607 607 

Success (%) 80 76 75 81 74 81 

Average 78% 

Table 6 ACORD Ant colony algorithm experimental results in Santa 
Fe Trail using BNF-O'Neill grammar 

Expl Exp2 Exp3 Exp4 Exp5 Best 

Runs 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Steps 393 375 393 377 337 337 

Success (%) 85 93 89 94 87 94 

Average 90% 

which defines a biased search space. In contrast, proposed 
algorithm is able to find much better solutions in terms of the 
required steps. 

The poor performance of GE using BNF-Koza can be 
explained if we take in account that this grammar deflnition 
defines a search space semantically equivalent with that of 
the original problem, which is very large, making it difflcult 
for GE to find a solution. Instead, BNF-O'Neill defines a 
smaller search space and biases the search to áreas where 
a solution can be found more easily (with higher success 
rate) but with the cost of excluding other áreas where more 
efflcient programs could be found (using less steps). This is 
the reason why GE using BNF-O'Neill did not find solutions 
with less than 607 steps. In order to support the last argument, 
a series of flve new experiments of one hundred evolutionary 
runs each was conducted, setting the steps limit to 606. In 
these experiments, the success rate of GE was 0%, providing 
further experimental evidence that GE using BNF-O'Neill 
cannot find solutions with less than 607 steps. 

Furthermore, Georgiou & Teahan Georgiou and Teahan 
(2010) tried to solve the Santa Fe Trail problem using random 
search as the search mechanism of grammatical evolution 
instead of the standard steady-state genetic algorithm. Their 
results show that using the search space deflned by the BNF-

O'Neill grammar deflnition, GE with random search has a 
success rate of 50% in flnding a solution. Instead, the suc
cess rate of GE with random search using the search space 
deflned by the BNF-Koza grammar deflnition is just 1.4%. 
These results further support the claim that the BNF-O'Neill 
grammar deflnition defines a different search space than 
the BNF-Koza grammar deflnition, where solutions can be 
found more easily. 

The promising results of proposed algorithm benchmark-
ing on the Santa Fe Trail problem raises the question whether 
it can outperform GE in other problems as well. 

6 Conclusions and future remarks 

Ant colony algorithms have proven to be a useful alterna-
tive for solving routing problems. Proposed algorithm takes 
advantage of this feature to find the solution to an optimiza-
tion problem in which candidates belong to the language 
generated by a BNF grammar. Virtual ants walk through the 
derivation rules as if it was a graph. This idea is inspired by 
the works of grammatical evolution and grammatical swarm, 
based on the desire to sepárate genotype from phenotype. 
Therefore, the search space can be restricted, and knowl-
edge of the domain of the problem can be incorporated. It is 
also possible to test convergence in some versions of the ant 
colony algorithm (Le., it is able to find the overall optimal in 
finite time). The flrst evidence of an ant colony convergence 
algorithm was made in Gutjahr (2000), the graph-based ant 
system algorithm, and then algorithms for ant colony sys-
tems. Like most metaheuristics, it is very difflcult to estimate 
the theoretical speed of convergence. 

This new algorithm opens the way to a new branch of 
research in swarm intelligence, which until now has been 
almost nonexistent, using ant colony algorithms to solve 
problems described by grammar. 

Proposed algorithm is able through its conditional behavior-
switching feature to focus the search in more useful áreas 
by decreasing the actual search space without using domain 
knowledge of the problem in question and without chang-
ing semantically the original search space. The experimental 
results presented in this paper show that ant colonies outper
form the standard GE algorithm in the Santa Fe Trail problem 
whether the later uses a search space semantically equivalent 
with that of the original GP problem, or whether it uses the 
biased search space of the standard grammatical evolution 
system (BNF-O'Neill) used in the grammatical evolution 
literature as was flrst presented by O'Neill and Ryan (2003). 
Namely, proposed algorithm achieves better results than the 
standard grammatical evolution algorithm in terms of both 
efflciency and effectiveness. As a further research, proposed 
algorithm could make use of ant colony system and it is possi-



ble that it will be also more efficient in a grammar derivation 
problem trian the original ant colony optimization algorithm. 
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